Title of project (maximum two lines)
Title: Integration of Auralog Tell me more (TMM) Student Account System with SITS
(parallel to LSS VLE)
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Member of academic or academic-related staff responsible for leading the
project.
Name: Dr Thomas Plagwitz…………………………………….
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How will the project help to achieve the objectives of the FLD Centre?
 Status
 TMM is a sophisticated learning environment which includes a much needed
infrastructure for
 Assigning learning tasks to groups of students and individuals;
 Automatic evaluation and grading of student language output (including advanced
skills writing and speaking)
 Collecting student result data (including exportation for data-mining);
 Providing computer-mediated instructor feedback (messaging).
 TMM seems to have been designed not for a secondary or post-secondary education
environment, but for a business environment where a largely independent learner is
only loosely coupled with a tutor, while LSS want to use it as a component in a
highly-integrated service to enhance the value of our educational offering which
revolves around instructors and the modules they teach. However, TMM is
agnostic of classes. In particular, in TMM a student can be paired only with one
“tutor” per target language at a time. However, for e.g. 2006 TP1 SITS data, more
than 59% of student enrolment in LSS was in a 2nd, 3rd or higher language module.
 TMM’s batch account creation facility is severely lacking in functionality.
 Student accounts can only be batch created once. Attempts to create duplicates
will not only fail for the individual account, but let the entire batch creation fail.
This affects
 both new students if they are enrolled in more than module per language in a
given term,
 as well as all those students for which accounts have been created in previous
terms. All updates to module enrolment can not be done in a batch, but only
through a cumbersome GUI operation for each individual student.
 Objective
 In particular, we need to adapt TMM to the fact that our students enrol in module
instantiations (= classes = student-instructor-pairings) to interact with instructors.
 In general, for second language acquisition (SLA), where “the medium is the
message”, “contact hours” between student and instructor (using the second language)
may be even more crucial than in other subjects. To convince instructors that such
“contact hours” can be extended through an AI instead of instructor time, therefore,
requires possibly more than in other fields a firm framework of interaction between
instructor and student to fall back on.
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 The project will match instructors with the students in their class, similar to what
instructors and students have grown accustomed to from the VLE (Blackboard for
LSS).
 This matching – that students and instructors can effectively communicate with each
other – is our business model, as educational service for students by instructors that
increasingly integrates technology.
 Without communication between instructor and student, and with communication just
between student and technology:
 The creation of customized learning paths (see separate FLDC proposals by
LSS involving TMM) on a class level and even more so on an individual level,
will be severely limited in its usefulness since
 Exercises cannot be effectively (automatically or based on syllabus) assigned,
and the manual navigation to exercises is notoriously difficult in TMM.
 Student exercise results cannot be easily assessed since they cannot be
aggregated like in the Blackboard grade book, and customization of learning
provision will stop. From my past experience, resulting take-up will be
minimal (“If it is not assessed, it is not assigned” attitude).
 Instead of providing a complex integrated service, we would be reduced to
reselling (tuition  software license, plus small installation service) of software
which, moreover, our students can obtain online for free (even though not legally).
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Which precise groups of students, programmes and modules (with anticipated
numbers) will directly benefit from the project?
 Programme / modules
 All language (English, French, German Spanish) learning (and reviewing) modules
that will use TMM will benefit from this integration.
 Specifically, the project leader has been asked to create accounts for all students
enrolled in modules whose code matches the following regular expression pattern:
“L[AEFGIS][1-9]”,
 Equals 339 modules overall, of which taught 163 modules for 2006 P1 and P2
(SITS data from 19 Oct 2006 and 21 Dec 2006),
 Which, for e.g. Fall 2006, was
 Students ( = distinct enrolments): 1692 for P1 as of 19 Oct 2006, 1400 for P2 as of
21 Dec 2006, 2067 for 2007/2008 P1 [sans presessionals].
 Instructors = Department code LES = 96 instructors (FALL 2006) [needs to be
cross-referenced to “L[AEFGIS][1-9]”]
 External benefit: Possible sale of the script as an extension to TMM.
 TMM in has a large installed base which can multiply the benefit from this project’s
outcome.1 The Project leader has experienced Auralog’s marketing efforts at his two
most recent institutions and expects to see many more.2.
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Auralog® is deemed one of the leaders in the European foreign language software providers
((http://ec.europa.eu/education/programmes/elearning/doc/studies/market_annex1_en.pdf, p. 14, 24).
The company claims having deployments in "[m]ore than 300 corporate groups and organizations
throughout the world, including: GlaxoSmithKline Biologicals, Corbis, Telefonica, Exxon Mobil,
Toyota, FBI, The US Government, The US Army National Guard" and that “there are a large number
of [HE] institutions in the United States equipped with TELL ME MORE Education, including: Rice
University, Virginia Commonwealth University, Bryant University, Clemson University, North Carolina
State University, The Citadel, Mercer University, St. Ignatius College Prep (Chicago), Miami-Dade
County)” (http://www.auralog.com/us/education_home_online.htm). Especially their speech
recognition feature has received favorable commendation in reviews by foreign language

On what timescale will the development take place and be implemented? (please
include a schedule of the major activities.)
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 The programme leader has already
 Negotiated an agreement with ISA to get from SITS a nightly updated CSV file of
current student enrolment in courses “L[AEFGIS][1-9]” on a FTP server for
download
 Explored the TMM setup, including
 Finding and testing the StudentGroupType (not, as one would expect, the
studentgoup) workaround for module instantiations
 Writing (and running at night time) scripts to create all possibly materializing
module instantiations, including group subdivisions, from 2006 to 2016
 scripts (addStudentGroupTypesAndNames) worked, TMM failed (controls
stopped displaying all items, contrary to vendor assurance that there are no
limits):
 at slighty over 30000 studentgrouptypes in 1st,
 at slightly over 60000 studentgrouptypes in 2nd attempt
 Devising the workaround of dynamically reflecting only actually materializing
module instantiations as studentgrouptypes
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List the outcomes and outputs from the project, and how they will be
evaluated.
 Deliverables: Script for creation and term-wise updating of TMM Accounts from CSV
data of SITS for Students, comprising
 SITS mirroring: automate reflection of SITS changes into TMM
 And functions to manipulate STUDENTGROUP SETS ()
 Outlined in Figure 1: SITS Integration
 CSV – Function: intermediate Layer between SITS and TMM for data storage
 Will load import the data from SITS
 Will persist the data from TMM that can only be access through the GUI
 " Outlined in Figure 3: Automating TMM
 Subsidiary functions
 Automation of STANDARD OPERATIONS IN TMM and helper functions for
the same
 A reusable library
 Outlined in Figure 3: Automating TMM
 BUSINESS RULES: mirror university regulations
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technologists (http://www.hull.ac.uk/cti/reviews/tellme.htm,
http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/eric/cl2003/ObaAtwell.doc,
http://www.alladin.ac.uk/SUPPORT/downloads/needsOppChall.doc,
http://llt.msu.edu/vol8num3/review1/default.html).
2
Cf. Auralog Demo at VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) Languages User Group – Third annual
meeting on 29/03/2007.
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Figure 1: SITS Integration
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Figure 2: CSV Layer
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Figure 3: Automating TMM
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